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What Do We Mean by Phenotype? 
A detailed look at what makes a Suri a Suri. 
Gail Campbell, D.V.M. [Article updated from 2003 edition of Purely Suri]

I. Luster
Luster is the hallmark of a Suri, one of the distinguishing traits 
of Suri phenotype. Luster is one of the traits that attracts cloth-
ing designers to Suri yarn and causes it to command a premium 
price. 

The outer surface of an alpaca fiber is called the cuticle and 
consists of a series of cuticle cells or scales that overlap, much 
like the scales on a fish.  The pattern of scales impacts many 

We often hear judges refer to Suri pheno-
type when giving their oral reasons for  
placings in the show ring. Another term 
– “typey” – also refers to how well the 
animal exemplifies suri phenotype. For 
the newcomer to Suri Alpacas, these are 
elusive terms. What do we mean by the 
term “Suri phenotype?”

Phenotype can be defined as the 
outward appearance of an animal—the 
sum of all its anatomical, physiologi-
cal, and behavioral characteristics. It 
is dictated by both genetic and envi-
ronmental influences. Phenotype is in 
contradistinction to genotype in which 
only the inherited factors are consid-
ered. In short, phenotype is what you 
can observe about an animal, and geno-
type is the entire genetic code, which is 
invisible.

The perfect Suri probably does not 
exist; it certainly varies in the eyes of the 
beholder. In order to breed towards the 
perfect Suri, we must have a definition 
of Suri phenotype. Six identifying traits 
can be used to characterize Suri pheno-
type. These traits are: luster, locks, ab-
sence of crimp, slippery handle, elegant 
profile, and head style. Much variation 
exists within each of these six crite-
ria, as some characteristics are given 
more emphasis than others in various 
suri breeding programs. Good health 
and conformation are not listed as Suri 
phenotypic traits because these criteria 
should be paramount in both Suri and 
huacaya breeding programs.

Luster evident from the outside.

©2010 Photographs in this article are provided by Ameripaca Alpaca Breeding Company, Inc.
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of the tactile and visual qualities of alpaca 
fiber.  Suri fiber has longer and lower scales 
than huacaya fiber, resulting in a positive 
impact on luster and handle.  A judge can-
not see individual scales, but the hand can 
feel a silky, smooth quality associated with 
the longer and lower scales, and the eye can 
see the higher luster.

A high degree of luster should be present 
both inside and outside of the fleece.  If the 
locks are lifted up on a dusty alpaca, luster 
should be evident next to the skin.  The line 
between the clean, lustrous fleece next to 
the skin and the dirtier outer fleece is called 
the dust line, often mentioned in judge’s 
oral reasons for show ring placement.  

 In summary, luster in Suri fleece cor-
relates to longer and lower cuticle scales.

II. Locks
Locks are synonymous with Suris. The formation of locks 
is the second and probably most recognized characteristic 
of Suri phenotype. Locks should be well defined to the 
skin, independent, and free flowing. The compact group-
ing of straight fibers into a lock gives the Suri its sleek, 
draping appearance. 

Five primary lock types have been identified as part 
of the Suri Network Breed Standard.  The first three lock 
types described are most often seen on the first or virgin 
fleece, are the densest, and the most desirable. 

Wave and Twist Locks
This lock type shows a distinct flat wave arising from the 
skin, which then twists into a pencil lock a short distance 
away from the body. Suris exhibiting this lock type are 
usually fine, dense, uniform and well organized. The orga-
nization of fibers begins under the skin.  Ideally, the fleece 
is dense enough to exhibit many layers of these waves on 
top of each other.  High luster accompanies this lock type.    

Dust Line: The line between the clean, lustrous 
fleece next to the skin and the dirtier outer fleece. continued on next page

Luster is the 
hallmark of  
a Suri.

Examples of  wave & twist locks are illustrated below.
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Pencil Lock or Ringlet 
A pencil lock forms when small groups of fi-
bers twist together from the skin. These twisted 
fibers then wrap around each other to form a 
solid, twisted, ropey lock. This lock type has 
good organization and feels solid when rolled 
between the fingers. Pencil locks may be seen 
in a virgin fleece or often in regrowth of a wave 
and twist lock. 

How can you tell the difference between a wave and twist lock, and a pencil lock?
From the outside the wave and twist lock and pencil lock look the same.  It is only when you lift the 
locks and look inside the fleece that the difference is obvious.  The wave and twist lock begins as an 
independent wave of tightly compressed fibers, not as a tight pencil next to the skin.  It has so many 
fine fibers that it gets compressed flat against the body – there’s simply not room for it to twist right at 
the skin.  Further from the body the wave and twist lock looks identical to the pencil lock and twists 
tightly.  The pencil lock begins twisting right next to the skin.  Both of these locks are desirable.  The 
wave and twist tends to be finer and usually denser.  

Pencil locks have many variations in appearance. For 
example, pencil locks with less denisty have less twist.

Pencil or ringlet locks with good density have tighter twist 
and are composed of more fibers. Below are photographs of 
dense pencil locks.

Outside view of Suri locks.
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Pearl Locks
Pearl locks are a variation of the pencil or twisted 
locks.  They are named pearl locks because they re-
semble a strand of pearls; they are most often seen 
on the neck. Pearl locks form when several ringlets 
are twisted together and then untwist, resulting in a 
wave at right angles to the twist. The end result is a 
bumpy appearance to the lock. A similar effect can be 
achieved by braiding wet human hair and unraveling 
it after it is dry. A “bump” occurs at each point one 
lock of hair wrapped over another lock. The pearl lock 
type is often seen in dense fleeces and is most evident 
in highly lustrous fleeces.

Curled Locks
The fourth lock type is called a curl.  This 
lock style displays large coils undulating back 
and forth, which make the fleece appear to 
have more volume than it actually does.  It is 
a loosely twisted lock, often seen on the neck.  
This lock type is rarely exhibited over the entire 
body in a virgin fleece:  However, it does some-
times appear on the body in regrowth fleeces, 
after shearing.  One might postulate that neck 
wrestling or rubbing loosens the twist of a 
ringlet to form a coil.  Excessive grooming can 
temporarily make a curl out of a ringlet.

continued on next page

The pearl lock is simply a pencil lock that has partially 
untwisted.

Curled lock viewed from the outside.

Curled lock viewed from the inside.
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It might be argued that a study of lock types is a 
study of semantics. Locks are the result of the organi-
zation of fibers under the skin.  They are the physical 
expression of the uniformity, density, and fineness of 
the fleece.  Good fiber is highly aligned, organized to 
the skin, and uniform in micron within the lock and 
across the body.  If fibers are highly aligned and orga-
nized in layers or “sheets” of waves originating at the 
skin, it should be fine, dense, and it will be lustrous.

Another point to remember is that the number of 
fibers per defined skin area, not the weight, measures 
density.  Density is evident at the skin level by the or-
ganization of the fibers.  A higher micron fleece may 
weigh more, but it may not be as organized and dense 
(i.e., flat locks). 

Standing ringside at a show, one sometimes over-
hears breeders complaining that judges pick only one 
lock type. The traits being recognized in the show 
ring are: fineness, density, uniformity within the lock, 
consistency of locks throughout the fleece, presence 
of highly aligned fibers, and luster—all traits need-
ed for a fiber industry. When all these characteristics 
are grouped together, the result is a tighter lock—the 
wave with a twist or a variation of the pencil lock. It 
is not that the judges are picking a certain lock type; 
it is that they are picking characteristics that create a  
certain lock type. 

The best time to evaluate a Suri is at 12–15 months 
of regrowth because most follicles have developed by 
18 months of age. This would necessitate shearing 
at 6–8 months of age, which would have the added 
benefit of improving the overall health and welfare of 
the North American Suri. It is important to remember 
that as Suris age, the fleeces change.  The juvenile 
wave and twist lock may grow back as a pencil lock.  
With age, a tight ringlet may become a straight lock.  
For example, one must not expect a yearling fleece to 
look the same as a five year old fleece. Older animals 
that maintain fineness, luster, and density, and staple 
length should be identified and utilized more in our 
breeding programs. 

Straight Locks
The fifth lock type is probably the most contro-
versial.  It can have high luster and is charac-
terized by clusters of straight fibers being held 
together with little or no twist.  As in all Suri 
locks, no crimp is present.  This lock type exhib-
its less density and is often more coarse when 
seen in a virgin fleece.  However, the straight 
lock type is often found on Suris that have been 
shorn multiple times and had pencil locks in 
their original fleeces.  Many older production 
females exhibit a straight lock and should not 
be downgraded for this trait — the key to these 
females is the type of crias they are producing. 

Straight locks viewed from the outside. Sixteen year old production female showing luster 
and lock definition even after 14 shearings. 
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III. Absence of Crimp
The third characteristic of Suri phenotype is 
the absence of crimp, the zig-zag characteris-
tic seen in huacaya fibers. Suri fiber is straight 
and hair-like as opposed to huacaya fiber, which 
is crimped. The presence of crimp in a Suri is 
highly undesireable.  Many Suris in the North 
American herd are direct imports with unknown 
parents. It is therefore not surprising that some 
Suris, especially colored, have crimp. Suris 
which exhibit lock formation, but also show 
subtle crimp, can be bred to Suris with straight 
fibers and lustrous locks to produce improved 
Suri progeny. Because crimp is a negative trait 
in the Suri, crossbreeding huacayas and Suris is 
considered counterproductive.

IV. Slippery Handle
The handle or “feel” of the fiber is the fourth 
trait that defines Suri phenotype. Suri locks 
should be cool and slick to the touch. The long, 
low scale of the Suri cuticle gives it a smooth 
feel, which correlates to the luster. The terms 
“fineness” and “handle” are important, but not 
interchangeable in the Suri. For example, an 18 
micron fleece without luster feels very soft, but 
warm. A 21 micron high luster fleece is very 
soft, cool, and slippery, and may actually feel 
finer than the 18 micron fleece without luster. In 
the Suri, the baby fine classification has a higher 

Good example of uniform regrowth after 3 shearings.

Crimp is a negative trait in a Suri.

continued on next page
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micron than the baby fine classification in the 
huacaya. A 22–23 micron high-luster Suri fleece 
with a low CV (coefficient of variation) and tiny 
pencil locks will have an excellent hand.  CV 
is an expression of uniformity of the fiber dia- 
meter. A 20% CV or lower is considered very 
good.

.

V. Elegant Profile
An elegant profile is the fifth characteristic de-
fining Suri phenotype. Suris have a graceful 
style and carriage; they have a level topline with 
an upright tight-fitting neck that blends smooth-
ly into the back. The profile of a Suri appears 
narrow because the fleece drapes close to the 
body.  The swaying of the fleece gives the Suri a 
very elegant appearance.

VI. Head Style
When viewed from the side, an alpaca’s head should 
be wedge-shaped.  When viewed from the front, the 
muzzle is broad, clear cut, and symmetrical with a 
properly aligned jaw.  These characteristics also apply 
to the huacaya. While the structure of the head for the 
huacaya and Suri is identical, the outward appearance 
is quite different due to the nature of the fiber.  The 
Suri head has a topknot of independent locks that lay 
flat and forward, forming bangs. The locks of the head 
and cheeks should continue into the neck.  Ideally, 
locks should drape under the jaw, forming a beard.

There are many variations of Suri head styles in 
the North American herd, largely due to individual 
preferences of our breeders. Certainly, more than one 
head shape is consistent with Suri fleece characteris-
tics.  In studying heads more closely, it becomes ap-
parent that fiber plays a huge role in the appearance of 
the Suri head. If the topknot is pulled back, a Suri has 
a dramatic change in appearance. In fact, eliminating 
the topknot from the picture makes one realize that 
the head shape of contemporary huacayas and Suris 
are much more similar that one would initially think.

Huacaya

Suri

©2010 Jennifer Clark
Without fiber, Suri and Huacaya heads are suprisingly similar.
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Conclusion
The six identifying traits of Suri phenotype 

discussed herein are guidelines and primarily 
refer to virgin fleeces. The reader must under-
stand that there is no perfect Suri. By defining 
Suri phenotypic traits, we are setting goals for 
our breeding programs.

It is also important to remember that many 
conformational issues have a low heritability, 
while most of the characteristics discussed per-
taining to suri phenotype have a high heritabili-
ty. Conformation must not be ignored; it is easier 
to change the fleece than the form and function 
of a Suri. l

Suri heads lacking tight locks on topknot. These alpacas 
often have looser locks on the body.

Good Suri heads, profile view

Good Suri heads, front view

Dr. Gail Campbell
Ameripaca Alpaca Breeding Co. 
Suri breeder since 1994.
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